
With S&P following Nasdaq’s lead and breaking to new all-time 
highs, we thought we’d take a look into index breadth metrics to 
understand how constituents are participating in the current 
regime higher and to what extent do they confirm the underlying 
trend. Our findings show that there are preliminary signs of 
divergence and this does NOT confirm recent strength, with S&P 
showing much greater signs of fading bullish interest over Nasdaq. 
We take a look at advance-decline ratios, moving-average breadth, 
trend-momentum breadth and cumulative volumes for S&P 500 
and Nasdaq 100 cash and future markets. 
  

 
  
 
  



S&P 500 – Advance-Decline (A/D) Line 

  
 Advance/Decline ratio struggles to keep up pace with Thursday’s 

breakout in the underlying.  
 Number of advancing issues are declining even as the index continues to 

extend, a sign of waning bullish sentiment. 
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S&P 500 - Cumulative Volume 

  
 On Balance Volume (OBV) measures trend strength by adding or 

subtracting volume depending on session outcomes. Add volume on up 
day, subtract on down day. 

 In SPX, OBV has diverged on the most recent breakout which raises 
questions on the strength of this leg higher. 

 Similar occurrence was Feb-March; the correction wasn’t game changing 
but indeed warned of reducing tactical long risk.  

  

 
  
  

  



ES1 (S&P 500 Futures) - Cumulative Volume 

  
 In futures, there has been a much larger disparity between price and 

cumulative volume. 
 Divergence has been on-going since the May high, suggesting recent 

breakouts are not being confirmed by the same or greater level of 
bullish participation.  
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S&P 500 – Percentage of Stocks Above 50-SMA 

  
 Only about 48% of S&P 500 members are trading north of their 

respective 50-day MA’s at a time when SPX is making record highs;  
 It is the first time this millennium that record highs in stocks come with 

below 50% reading of stocks above 50-day moving average.  
o According to Bloomberg News, since 1990, there have been only 

two previous periods when this negative divergence (record high 
stocks accompanied by breadth below 50) happened -- December 
1999 and June 1998. The burst of the dot com bubble and the 
LTCM collapse came soon after these two periods, respectively. 

  

 
  

  
  



S&P 500 – Percentage of stocks with MACD > Zero 

  
 It is quite simply remarkable that even as SPX makes new all-time-highs, 

majority of its constituents are registering bearish trends, according to 
the basic principle of the MACD model.  

 That again questions the sustainability of the new highs and opens the 
risk for a downside correction.  

  

 
  
  
  



Nasdaq Composite Index – Advance-Decline (A/D) Line 

  
 In NDX market, the Advance-Decline line continues to indorse the 

current upswing. However, the A/D ratio in the Nasdaq Composite Index 
has been diverging all year as fewer constituents have been participating 
in the uptrend on every major new peak. 

 Given that correlations with NDX are naturally so high, this discrepancy 
is something worth watching.  
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BONUS CHART – VIX & VXN 
  

 Both the VIX and VXN, vols on the S&P and Nasdaq Indices have traced 
out classic capitulation candles. 

 VIX forms Dragonfly Doji against mid-month swing low. 
 VXN rejects via a Hammer, though only holds medium conviction. 
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GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd. is not authorized or regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and does not provide financial advice. 
  
The material sent via the GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd.  official email account (info@go-technikal.com), and instant chat room (e.g. 
Bloomberg terminal IB chat) is for general information only and should not be regarded as constituting an offer or a solicitation to buy or 
sell any specific investment. Its aim is to provide market commentary and analysis based on which you can implement your own diversified 
investment strategy. 
  
The service provided by GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd. is directed exclusively at and intended to be used only by persons categorized as 
professional investors. If you do not have sufficient expertise, experience and knowledge of the nature of transactions in the Fixed Income, 
FX and Commodities markets to make your own investment decisions and understand the risks and tax implications involved you should 
seek independent financial advice. 
  
This is a subscription service and your access to it is on the basis of acceptance of our terms and conditions (outlined in the client 
agreement sent to you or to the point-of-contact we hold for your firm; if you require a copy of the agreement or haven’t received it 
please request this from us as soon as possible). These terms and conditions set out the basis on which we will conduct business with you. 
By subscribing to these emails and the service, you are agreeing that you accept these terms. 
  
These terms and conditions apply primarily to the use of the electronic mail commentary and information accessible on instant chat 
platform(s). 
  
If you continue to use the information provided through the aforementioned channels of distribution, you are agreeing to comply with and 
be bound by the following terms and conditions of use, which together with our privacy policy govern GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd.’s 
relationship with you in relation to our market commentary and publications. If you disagree with any part of these terms and conditions, 
please do not use our service. 
  
In the event of your being allowed access to the service on a trial basis you are subject to the same terms and conditions during the period 
of the trial as if you had subscribed, whether or not the trial affords access to the full Service. Your subscription for and/or use of the 
Service shall constitute your agreement to and acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. 
  
The term ‘GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd.’ or 'GO-Techs' or ‘us’ or ‘we’ or 'our' refers to the owner of the email and chat content and market 
commentary and whose registered office is GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd., 11 Church Farm Courtyard, High Street, Chalfont St Giles, HP8 4QH. 
Our company registration number is 11251318. The term ‘you’ or 'your' refers to the user or authorized viewer of our email updates 
and/or instant chat commentary or content. The company will be run by Sejul Gokal  MSTA, CFTe, who is the founder and will act as 
managing director and chief technical analyst. 
  
Suitability of service 
  
Our market commentary/reports and updates via email/instant chat do not aim to provide advice tailored to individual investors and that 
you can lose money on investments. The content provided should never be used in isolation of your individual circumstances. You must 
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consider your financial circumstances, risk tolerance, liquidity needs and investment objectives. Our market commentary and email 
content do not replace the advice of an authorised investment professional or independent financial adviser. The content sent via the GO-
TechniKAL Insight Ltd. official email account and instant chat is not appropriate for the purposes of making a decision to carry out a 

transaction or trade. You should check all information and prices immediately prior to carrying out any trade. From time to time, 
members of GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd. may hold positions or other interests in securities mentioned in information/materials 
provided and may trade for their own account(s) based on the information presented. Members of GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd. may 
also take positions inconsistent with the views expressed in the publications/information and materials provided. 
  
  
No content featured in our GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd.  email updates and instant chat room is providing investment, tax or legal advice and 
amounts to investment advice under Financial Services laws, recommending any financial instrument, investment or product, including 
those discussed within the regular email updates and on live chat platform. Neither GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd., nor GO-TechniKAL Insight 
Ltd. staff, will give investment advice as part of our service and that you must not ask them to do so. 
  
General terms 
  
Neither we nor any third parties provide any warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy, timeliness, performance, completeness or 
suitability of the information and materials found or offered within our email and instant chat updates, for any particular purpose. Such 
information and materials may contain inaccuracies or errors and we expressly exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors to the 
fullest extent permitted by law. 
  
Your use of any information or materials supplied via email and instant chat is entirely at your own risk, for which we shall not be liable. It 
shall be your own responsibility to ensure that any products, services or information available through our service meet your specific 
requirements. 
  
The information/content sent via GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd.  official email account and instant chat room contains material which is owned 
by or licensed to us. This material includes, but is not limited to, the design, layout, look, appearance and graphics. Reproduction is 
prohibited other than in accordance with the copyright notice, which forms part of these terms and conditions. 
All trademarks reproduced in the various email updates and instant chat entries, which are not the property of, or licensed to the 
operator, are acknowledged via the same channel of distribution. 
  
Unauthorised use of the material/information delivered via GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd.  official email account and/or members instant chat 
room may give rise to a claim for damages and/or be a criminal offence. 
From time to time, our email/instant chat updates may also include links to external websites. These links are provided for your 
convenience to provide further information. They do not signify that we endorse the website(s). We have no responsibility for the content 
of the linked website(s). 
  
Copyright notice 
  
Our reports and commentary sent via email/instant chat room are copyright of GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd. ‐ © GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd. 
2021. All rights reserved. 
  
You may not assign, sub‐license or otherwise transfer any of your rights under these terms and conditions 
Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following: You may print or 
download to a local hard disk extracts for your personal and non‐commercial use only 
  
You may not, except with our express written permission, distribute, white-label or commercially exploit the content. Nor may you 
transmit it or store it in any website or other form of electronic retrieval system. You may not forward any of our reports to anyone 
without our express permission and if you are found to have done so, you will be in breach of our agreement and open to prosecution. 
The only exception is for premium member accounts and registered premium subscribers who are permitted to forward the GO-TechniKAL 
Insight Ltd content internally, provided the email account being forwarded/sent to follows the same firm email domain.   
  
By using our services you agree to be bound by the above terms and conditions (and those outlined in the client agreement sent to you or 
the point-of-contact we hold for your firm) and they shall constitute a legally binding agreement between you and GO-TechniKAL Insight 
Ltd. (the "Agreement").  
  
By receiving the service provided by GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd. you confirm that you will be classified as Professional customers and are 
satisfied for GO-TechniKAL Insight Ltd.  to classify you as such and are fully aware of the protections you lose as a result. 
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